
 

 

  
A TALE OF TWO COUNTIES  

Two young poets. Three lockdowns. One friendship.  

 

Poems by Ellora Sutton and Hannah Hodgson 



 

  

Hannah’s Introduction  

If you’d have told me a year ago that I wouldn’t leave the house for 310 days, 

and I wouldn’t even hug my father in that time, I wouldn’t have believed you. 

It’s terrifying how quickly things can change. Simple things: a hug, wiping 

down groceries/post, not being able to see friends and family members. A lot 

has changed in this last year, not just in my personal health situation, but in the 

political landscape and the social one. In 2019 I thought ‘zoom!’ was 

something kids would yell when pretending to be cars, not actually the only 

reliable method of face-to-face communication during this plague year. 

I approached Ellora on Twitter midway through the pandemic because I 

genuinely loved her writing and wanted to know the face behind the name 

(which frequently appears as a YPN prize winner). It turns out that she has a 

really lovely face, and is a really lovely human. She has become a close friend of 

mine over the last few months (and let’s face it, pandemic years and dog years 

are the same, so I’ve known her for ages). There’s an honesty to our friendship, 

which makes it really special. We both aren’t great at taking praise so we always 

try to praise each other and celebrate each other every time virtually meet up.   

Although we were a bit disappointed about the newest model of Microsoft 

Word not having the staple trippy Word Art from our childhoods, we didn’t let 

this discourage us in creating this zine. Ellora’s poems are electric and visceral. 

Her work always packs a huge emotional punch and leave me with residual 

feelings for weeks to come. It has been a huge pleasure to write and collaborate 

on this project with her. I can’t wait to see what she writes next. 

Bio: Hannah Hodgson is a poet living with life limiting illness. Her work has 

been published by the Poetry Society, Teen Vogue and The North amongst 

other outlets. She received a Northern Writers Award for Poetry in 2020. Her 

first pamphlet ‘Dear Body’ was published in 2018, and her second ‘Where I’d 

watch Plastic Trees Not Grow’ is due to be published by Verve Poetry Press in 

February 2021. You can find her on Twitter and Instagram @HodgsonWrites 

 

Ellora’s Introduction  

The past year has, by all accounts, been pretty shit. You don’t need me to tell 

you why. But amongst all the Zoom fatigue I’ve found a glorious gold nugget of 

Zoom joy – my new and instantly dear friend, Hannah Hodgson.  

Hannah approached me on Twitter back in October, our first Zoom hang out 

happened a week later and we talked and talked and talked. And talked. 

Knowing that clichés are only clichés because they work: we got on like a house 

on fire. I never knew I could feel this close to someone, to feel such delight at 

seeing them smile, without ever having met ‘in real life’. Being some 300 miles 

apart hasn’t stopped us – we even ‘went’ to the Forward Prize Ceremony 

‘together’. I know I now have a friend I can talk to about anything, but most of 

all poetry. Such friends are invaluable.  

This zine was Hannah’s idea. We’re both very much children of Young Poets 

Network, we found each other through it, and when there was a challenge on 

collaborative work, it seemed perfect. Through it, I’ve written two new poems 

(‘Love Poem in Gold’ and ‘Shoes for Giselle’) that I never would have written 

before, and I’ve gotten to read two new stunning poems (‘Extracting Residual 

Stardust’ and ‘Signing Consent for a Heart Procedure’) from Hannah. The 

‘White Space’ and ‘Take Note’ poems are from previous YPN challenges in 

which we were both winners. I think they all, though, speak in some way to what 

we’re going through now, from the minutiae of everyday life to the medical to 

straight-up love. There is always love.  

Bio: Ellora Sutton is an MA student from Hampshire. Her poems have been 

published by Poetry Birmingham Literary Journal, fourteen poems, and Poetry News, 

amongst others. She won the inaugural Poetry Society and Artlyst Art to Poetry 

Award, and was shortlisted for the 2020 Bridport Prize. Her debut chapbook is 

out now from Nightingale & Sparrow. She tweets @ellora_sutton. 

PREMISE: Stifled by the ongoing apocalypse, two young poets, united by Young Poets Network, became friends over Zoom. When YPN put out a call for 

collaborative work, they knew it was a call they had to answer. Taking a blend of their past winning YPN poems and new works inspired by old YPN challenges that 

neither had tried before, they humbly present to you this zine, a product of three lockdowns and spanning Cumbria to Hampshire. 



 

  
HANNAH’S POEM 

Extracting Residual Stardust 

 

0.002% of the human body consists of silent gold, 

and scientists say if this could be extracted safely 

goldmines could be closed indefinitely. Reimagine 

wedding gifts, guests donating their blood gold 

at engagement parties; tiny sandwich bags of particulate 

still warm, like piss handed to a doctor’s receptionist. 

Gold on the brain will become a boogee cause of death, 

for celebrities for whom a clot is too mainstream. 

Life insurance policies would recompense the bereaved 

for their lost regenerating gold mines, gangs will wring 

bloody mops in hospital store cupboards. The Health Minister 

announces the NHS stratagem for 2025 for every fifteen blood donations 

we can purchase another ventilator. The bodies of the poor  

untapped vaults hailed a sensible answer to austerity by newspapers. 

 

Ellora: I love how Hannah has taken the human and spun it, like gold, 

into something fantastical yet devastating, along with her signature 

political wit. This is a poem gilded with imagery, and I love it. 

ELLORA’S POEM  

Love Poem in Gold 

 

Winter-flowering jasmine. Lemons 

and cough sweets. Honey. 

Rapunzel. Sleeping Beauty.  

 

Champagne before I found out  

what champagne tastes like. 

The sun but the moon also. 

 

Klimt used eight  

kinds of gold leaf in 

The Kiss. Yes. Like that. 

 

 

Hannah: I love the warmth of this poem, just reading it is the 

poetic equivalent of a lovely cottage with a log burning stove. I 

also think it is deceptively simple, but simple images layer and 

are finished by the colloquial tone. Very nicely done.  

WRITING GOLD 

https://ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk/workshop/gold-the-challenge/ 



 

  

WHO IS GISELLE?  

https://ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk/workshop/who-is-giselle-a-poetry-challenge-with-english-

national-ballet/ 

HANNAH’S POEM 

Signing Consent for a Heart Procedure 

 
Imagine if love were like this. 
If risk factors were detailed: 
consent, heartbreak and IVF babies. 
 
The same document countersigned, 
the outcomes of her previous relationships. 
 
My surgeon runs through her statistics – 
like being closeted, this field  
has an increased percentage of mortality. 
 
I grab her hand Look, can we talk? 
You don’t need to do this. 
 
 

Ellora: One of the many things Hannah is brilliant at is taking 

medical/scientific language and casting it into poetry. She makes 

the language her own. This is such a fascinating poem, and those 

last two lines!! 

ELLORA’S POEM 

Shoes for Giselle  

 

i. 

wooden drawer of unminded needles & pins  

support your ankles with your mother’s wedding 

veil folded in a cigar box under the bed with  

pressed flowers from the old country  

cushion your big toe with a rose petal  

 

ii. 

puree my hands with jeté after jeté 

break his nose with my knuckles our lady  

of bloody rags our lady of fabric shears  

& sewing machines & learning too late a dead girl 

is a dead girl not a lesson for a lonely prince 

I will walk the abandoned factories praising you 

holding you high above my head like a circus freak 

until you have smashed every window with my hands 

 

Hannah: This is such a blooming clever response to the prompt. It knitted 
me a warm, fuzzy heart and ripped it to shreds. It builds and builds, giving 
new insights to every rereading.  

 



 

  
WHITE SPACE 

https://ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk/workshop/white-space-bloodaxe-archive-challenge-2/ 

HANNAH’S POEM 

Deaf 

 

She turns away, her lips untranslatable. 

  arga et         ay      effan       i         reg nan       a  arr  t         ts     a      oi 
Margaret    says     Bethany    is      pregnant      apparently    it’s    a    boy 

  ve         aught       a       rd       its     o        –          tay 
I’ve       bought      a    card       it’s    on     the       table. 

              I nod hurriedly, smile my deaf smile, hope 
              I’m not reacting to the arrival 
              of my benefits reassessment. 

 

 

Ellora: This poem uses white space so cleverly – it’s not just a structural device, but 
it contributes actively to the meaning of the poem. There is so so much I can learn 
from Hannah, and this is one of them. 

 

ELLORA’S POEM 

appointment  

 

this is not a séance  

my hands aren’t touching any hard surface 

I sleep in a closed red flower  same as 

my mother                   she 

  planted a rose a few weeks  before 

            this whole thing is like what they say 

about plastic bottles  you know 

  each time you drink   a bit more  plastic 

            the particles 

they wash down like  swallowed teeth 

            I’ve got this whole new jaw in my belly  brandishing  space 

  no  no  I don’t                       look  I open the curtains every morning  

the light presses   Jesus to my ribs  and              can I go now  

            can I  go 

  I left the curtains open and the house  might be    

                         burning 

 

Hannah: So stark, this poem, so very sharp it grabs you by the collar and 

makes you look at uncomfortable truths, which in their own way are rather 

beautiful. ‘they wash down like swallowed teeth’ will haunt my nightmares 

(in the best way possible!), and that is what poetry should do. It should leave 

you changed, and Ellora’s work does.  



 TAKE NOTE 

https://ypn.poetrysociety.org.uk/workshop/bloodaxe-archive-challenge-4-take-note/ 

HANNAH’S POEM 

What I wish I could say during this pandemic 

 

I want to tell you I believe I’ll survive this. 
That I haven’t been updating my will 
or receiving texts from the government 
as a ‘high risk person’. 

That dad isn’t a firefighter. That six of his colleagues 
haven’t contracted the C word and are off work. 
That he doesn’t lie in bed pre-empting my death 
and how it could be his fault. 

I want to say people have been kind. 
That we haven’t had medical supplies 
stolen by a delivery driver. Or that I haven’t 
been experimenting with vodka down my tube. 

That I’m not existing in a vacuum of touch, 
haven’t tied my dressing gown tighter 
to replace hugs. I wish I could say these things, but I can’t. 

 

Ellora: On the Young Poets Network site there’s a video of 

Hannah reading this gutting, poignant poem, and it’s 

extremely powerful. This is a poem that is the hardest thing 

in the world for a poem to be – honest.  

ELLORA’S POEM 

Explaining Animal Crossing to My Nan 

 

Look, see? 
It lets me hang out 
with Kevin in America 

and Lydon in China 

and Hayley in the next room. 

I can give them things – 
cherries, 
or campfires, 
or a lamp I made out of two giant clam shells 
and a lump of clay. 

This pastel pink koala 
is my best friend. She sings 
and I play the ocarina. 

I’m cultivating an orchard 
of peaches and oranges and pears 
around a heart-shaped pond. 
I have yet to come across apples. 

I’ve spent two hours straight 
picking weeds and selling them to a racoon. 

 

Hannah: Rather appropriately, this is the poem which made 
me Twitter stalk and then get in touch with Ellora. It takes 
the absurdity of pandemic life and the wonder of Animal 
Crossing and creates something that is universally comical 
and lovable. Brava! 

 


